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# 13     Why Not Job Hunt in Your Own Organization?
Most people who are looking to change jobs 
overlook a great place to apply. I’m Jerry 
Roberts and I’ll tell you where that is, next, on 
The Extra Point. 


There comes a time in almost everybody’s 
career when they switch jobs and 
organizations, maybe even switch career 
fields. 


It can be an uncertain, nervous, often 
frustrating time. We’re leaving the known for 
the unknown, leaving people we’ve grown to 
like and care about. We’re climbing out of our 
comfort zone. 


But do we have to leave? I’ve seen a lot of 
friends take new jobs and to my knowledge, 
most never sat down with their existing 
employer to see if there were any options to 
stay. Would there be opportunities in the next 
year or two? They just moved on.


Okay, so how do you do this? I want to go to 
the general manager or if it’s a smaller 
company, the owner, and say something like 
this: 


“I love working here. The organization, the 
leadership, are top notch in my book. My 
supervisor, Cindy, is really on top of things. I 
just have a question. You see, I think I can 
bring a lot more value to you...and if anybody 
is going to know where you need talent, 
somebody who will work smart and hard, it’s 
got to be you. So my question. How do I get 
on your radar screen because I’m looking to 
move up?” 


The good news is, just by making that little 
speech you’re now on their radar screen. But, 
can you back it up with action? Are you ready 
to kick it into high gear if they say okay? 


Big companies are making plans all the time to 
expand and add to their operations. 
Entrepreneurs want to start new businesses. 


Large companies, small companies, all 
companies have one thing in common — they 
need talent. 


I had a friend who was thinking of leaving his 
job for another one, with a nice increase in 
salary, and was just about to accept the offer 
when the owner of his company casually 
mentioned that they were finalizing investment 
into a completely new business, and would he 
have any interest in being a part of the 
management team. A week later the 
conversation moved to him being one of 
leaders of the project, at a greater salary than 
the other company had offered. 


Why didn’t he know anything about this? He’d 
never asked. The project was eight months in 
the making when the boss mentioned it. 


Okay, maybe there are no big opportunities 
coming up in your organization. But maybe 
there are. Isn’t it better to know for sure before 
you decide to walk away from it. 


That’s The Extra Point. Get out there and 
make something good happen today. For 
93.3, I’m Jerry Roberts.
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For information on training and consulting 
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